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Students cope with holiday break, travel plans, bargain shopping





Ambiguity surrounds afternoon drinking for business meetings
Staff Writer
Seattle University professors
are thinking twice before ordering
a beer during the workday.
Professors often conduct busi-
ness meetings on the university's
dime—inviting visiting professors,
colleagues and potential donors to
discuss affairs over a meal. While
the food itself is covered, when it
comes to the reimbursement ofal-
coholic beverages there seems to be
some misconception.
"I do know that occasionally
we take guests or colleagues out
for business lunches," said David
Madsen, history professor. "And
sometimes a beer or a glass ofwine
would be the perfect accompani-
ment to the meal."
Madsen said he often orders a
beer with his burger or a glass of
wine with his pasta when host-,
ing guests at a business lunch or
dinner.
When detailing the reim-
bursement for alcohol purchases,
the Seattle University Policy and
Procedures for Business Expenses
states "dinner" as the only meal in
which an alcoholic beverage will be
Connie Ma, a universiryfinan-
cial controller, says this is not al-
ways the case. As a controller, Ma
receives reimbursement requests
from faculty and staff on a regu-
lar basis, many ofwhich are from
lunch meetings.
"There is no time definition
within the university business
policy," Ma said. "It depends on
the circumstances surrounding the
meal consumption."
According to the policy, "the
university will reimburse the rea-
sonable costs of alcoholic bever-
ages consumed during a business
dinner."
"Ordering two drinks during a
business meal is reasonable. If it is
going to be a $100 bottle ofwine
'for two people, that is going to be
questioned," Ma said.
While there is no mention of
lunch in the policy, reimbursement
for an alcoholic beverage is not lim-
ited completely to business dinners,
according to Ma.
"It could be very reasonable
to have dinner at four
o'clock or three depend-
Childcare is luck of the draw'
Katie Farden
Staff Writer
Imagine you're up late at night
hammering out a philosophy pa-
per. After hours ofwork, you take a
break—not to grab a coffee orcheck
your Facebook but to respond to the
cry coming from a crib in the next
room.
While most will never have this
college experience, a number of
Seattle University students, profes-
sors and staffhave children. The uni-
versity does not currently provide a
childcare center for parents in the
Seattle U community, according to
Joanne Hinton, the benefits man-
ager of human resources.
For both student and faculty
parents, the absence of a daycare
presents not only an inconvenience
but a philosophical problem with
the university.
they don't really care because they
really don't offer anything at all for
parents," said Steven Champeau, a
senior history major and father ofa
6-year-old.
Hinton said one of the reasons
the university does not offer daycare
is the lack of university
funds for the project.
"It's a pretty expen-
sive endeavor," she sard.
GarrettMukai The Spectator
Maria Leon, French lecturer, is the mother of an 8-year-old and knows the high cost of daycare.
Athletics fails to bring crowds
Eric Gordon
Staff Writer
At Seattle University where the
Holy Ghost is acknowledged at
every mass, officials are still won-
dering where the ghost of school
spirit past is.
Seattle University officials
are doing everything they can
to create and instill school
spirit. They're looking for the
rumored specter which onceexisted
Many of the faculty and staff,
especially within the athletic de-
partment, have been excited about
the university's move to Division
I athletics.
Some students, despite all
the promotions offered by the
administration, re-
main uninterested and
apathetic when it comes
to the games.
file photo The Spectator
RedZone members can be seen as some of the only fans in atten-
dence at a Seattle University men's basketball game last year.
Dance incites drink
Taylor Olson
Despite increased security, underage drinking prevails at Fall Ball
Staff Writer
For some, SEAC s annualFall
Ball brings to mind fondmemories
ofgetting gussied up and dancing
the night away. For others—diose
who use the event as an excuse to
drink heavily—it doesn'tbring up
any memories at all.
"Yeah, I went to Fall Ball one
time," said Damian Peterson, se-
nior drama major. "I don't really
remember it though. I was pretty
wasted."
While stories of the insanity
that ensued at Fall Ball spread
around campus for days or even
weeks afterwards, many students
said they were too drunk to re-
member exactly what happened.
There were rumors that Seattle
University was banned from pre-
vious Fall Ball venues due to some
students' drunken disorderly con-
duct, forcing SEAC to find a new
Whitney Brooks, SEAC presi-
dent, calls therumors false.
"We have not been banned,"
Brooks said. "But some students'
behavior isn't the best for the rela-
tionship with the venue."
Brooks said they change every
year because they try not to repeat
"We look for fun places out in
the city so students can see some
fancier places," she said.
Brooks said they try to make
the dance filh and
sophisticated.
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schoolish."
Carmen Rivera, a sophomore
criminal justice major, said the
bathrooms reeked ofvomit, people
were falling on top ofeach otheron
the dance floor and, upon entering
the hall, there was a distinct smell
"Are we really in college right
now," Rivera asked.
Rivera said students' inability to
handle themselves when drunk ru-
ined the night for everyone else.
Emily Scarmuzzi, SEAC's Fall
Ball Chair, said at this year's dance,
which took place at Benaroya Hall,
they took extra precautions when
setting up the 21 and over area.
Students over 21 were given a differ-
ent colored wristband so they could
gain access to the bar area. Students
were limited to three drinks, signi-
fied by tear-off tabs attached to the
wristbands.
The stairs leading to the bar were
roped off and patrolled by security
guards. Brooks said at previous
dances, like last year'sat the Westin,
the bar has only been fenced off. At
the doors, ticketing had a list of all
students who are 21.
But regardless of these mea-
sures, students under 21 still man-
aged to drink. Junior KJ Zunigha
said she saw many women drink-
ing in the restrooms out of flasks
which they had strapped to their
legs and hidden under their
SEAC worked withPHAT before
the dance took place to prevent situ-
ations where students wouldbetoo
intoxicated to handle themselves.
Scarmuzzi said that PHAT put to-
gethet alcohol awareness packages
that were handed out when students
purchased tickets ahead of time.
The packages included information
abouthow to consume alcohol safely
as well as a blood alcohol content
calculator.
"We want people to have a good
timebut we also need to bemindful
ofhow people can be safe and more
mature," Brooks said.
Brooks said that last year's Fall
Ball at the Westin saw a significant
decrease in the number of alcohol
related incidents.
Scarmuzzi and Brooks said they
worked more closely with Public
Safety to monitor the bus pick up
locations to ensure that students
who were too drunk to make it to
the dance didn't get on die buses to
Benaroya Hall.
Loren Thor, facility sales and
production manager at Benaroya
Hall said he diought Fall Ball was
successful and said it looked like
people were having a great time.
It was one ofdie largest events of
the type the opera hall had hosted.
In fact, diere were so many people
that they found themselves short-
staffed in areas like ticketingand the
coat check lines.
"Itwas one ofthe craziest events
way," Thor said.
He said they had to call a "so-
briety van" to escort four students
to get assistance and that there
was some damage to one of the
restrooms. However, he noted that
behavior like this is somewhat ex-
pected with a large group ofcollege
students.
Thor said the 21 and over area
was not as popular as they would
have expected but it worked well.
He said he saw only about 150
students there at any given time
throughout the night.
Amanda Laßussa, a juniormar-
keting major, had a few complaints
about the 21 and over area and
other logistical pieces of the night.
"They didn't tell us that die tabs
on our wristbands were for the
number ofdrinks you got," Laßussa
said. "I tliought diey were annoying
so I pulled them off before I got
up there."
Laßussa said the drinks were
overpriced at $8 each. Additionally,
she believed there should have
been more buses shuttling stu-
dents back and forth between
Benaroya; there were only three.
Laßussa said she waited over an
hour for a bus.
Logistical errors aside, this year's
Fall Ball was largely regarded as a
success widi a record 1,059 in at-
tendance. Scarmuzzi said she was
pleased with die turn-outand the
way the evening played out.
"SEAC and all the staff volun-
teers worked really well together
in solving little hiccups during the
event so the students could enjoy
themselves," Scarmuzzi said. "And
I am excited to find a new venue
for next year."
Taylor can be reached at
olsont@seattleu.edu
Adam Kollgaard ThffSpectator
Students line up at coat check in Benaroya Hall. Staff reported they were underprepared for the high number of attendants that night.
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College newspaper snuffed by administration
Fernando Sioson
Staff Writer
When the staff of The City
Collegian, Seattle Central
Community College's bi-weekly
news publication, returned to
school this fall, they found their
newsroom locked.
The Collegian's faculty adviser,
Jeb Wyman, resigned last spring
under pressure from SCCC ad-
ministration, according to several
members of the newspaper's staff.
Without an adviser on staff, the
Collegian was forced to discontinue
printing.
"It's constitutionally wrong, I
feel as if my personal civil rights
have been violated," said JKHowell,
former production assistant for the
Collegian. "I understand change, I
do not understand why we don't
have an avenue ofinformation for
the students. Voices have been re-
placed and opportunities have been
lost."
Administrators at SCCC said
the newspaper could not continue
without an adviser and the paper
is entering a "rebuilding period,"
according to an article published
last month in the Seattle Post
Intelligencer.
The City Collegian was a bi-
weekly publication with a staff of
approximately 15 writers, editors,
volunteers, photographers, and a
designer. Award-winning and na-
tionally recognized, the Collegian
had run unchallenged for 38 years,
until now.
In recent years, the City
Collegian had run several pieces
closely examining several functions
of the school such as security and
budget issues.
The school had been held in a
negative light and several members
of the SCCC's administration, such
as Dean ofStudent Life Lexie Evans
and Director of Communications
Laura Mansfield, took notice.
As a result, a new Publications
Board was formed three years
ago in order to keep an eye on the
Collegian.
"Silence will not be accepted.
They need to realize that, in any
community, the authority needs to
be accountable," said Hana Wilson,
former City Collegian news editor.
"Ultimately, there was no other
reason for our shut down besides
content. It's constitutionally wrong
and simply infuriating."
When Lee Meyers, a Collegian
writer, wrote an editorial piece re-
garding racial imbalance within the
prison system, the Board allegedly
used the controversy surrounding
the piece to put pressure on the
staff of the Collegian.
"A newspaper is the voice of
the students for Seattle Central,
it's part of our school's history.
By keeping silent, [the adminis-
tration] assumes we'll just stand
by while they assumer power
and control over the paper," said
Wilson. "Since when is truth not
productive? It was a pretty blatant
abuse of power."
Wyman resigned his position
because he felt the City Collegian
was being compromised. Two weeks
later, the news room was locked up
and darkened and no new adviser
was ever appointed.
"The students were and are
pretty apathetic to our cause, to be
quite frank, but people are start-
ing to take notice," saidJeff Smith,
former arts and entertainmentedi-
tor for the Collegian. "I'm under
the impression that what they are
doing is illegal. They can't control
a newspaper based exclusively on
content issues."
Presently, journalism classes
are not offered at Seattle Central
anymore, which the administration
claimedwas due to "low enrollment
and interest."
"The students, especially the
journalism students, don't have
an outlet of creativity or experi-
ence," said Thomas Da-vis, one of
the faculty members advocating the
resurrection of the Collegian. "Our
country just went through a his-
toric election, and our paper wasn't
able to write a single thing about
it. It was a sad and disappointing
moment."
In protest, Davis and vari-
ous other faculty members have
formed CRISP, Committee for
the Revival of an Independent
Student Paper, to bring back the
City Collegian.
"The problem is, our turnover
rate is quite high, most students are
only here for two or three years,"
Davis said. "The administration
hoped to wait until the entire
current staff had moved on and
graduated."
Both students and faculty,
though, are petitioning for the pa-
per to come back sometime before
summer. The Collegian's budget
has been approved for the rest of
year and prospective advisers and
staffare being chosen.
"I'm just trying to inform as
many students as possible at this
point," Smith said. "The com-
munity must know of the impor-
tance of a newspaper, especially
college publications. Regardless
of who is at fault, it's one big ad-
ministrative finger-pointing game.
The students are the ones really los-
ing here."
Fernando can be reached at
siosonf@seattleu.edu
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for a daycare center.
"If we don't have enough space
for classes," she said, "how are we
going to have enough space for
children?"
Larger schools often offer their
students, parents and staffchildcare.
The University ofWashington has
four on-campus childcare centers for
staff, faculty and students' six-week
to 5-year-old children. Keeping a
child in the program ranges from
$1,015 to $1,430 a month for a
fulltime student.
For many parents, finding
childcare for their children while
they teach and study at Seattle U is
challenging.
Champeausaid Seattle U's lack
of a childcare center sometimes
made balancing his academic ca-
reer and family life difficult. While
he thinks the university could do
more as an institution, Champeau
said professors tend to be more
understanding.
"The teaching staff is completely
different," he said. "They know that
it's a challenge to be a parent and
student."
Champeau said his professors
often allowed him to bring his son
with him to class. These professors
usually permitted his son to sit in
the back, he said. When he missed
class to take care ofhis son, his pro-
fessors gave him options to recover
credit for his absences.
Champeau said when he asked
Seattle U if the school provided
childcare for parents, the univer-
sity told him if his child was sick,
Champeau could take him to the
hospital for a reduced price.
The university holds a drawing
for students who are parents to re-
ceive $ 100 a month to help with the
cost ofchildcare. Yet Champeau said
daycare for his son is about $350 a
month.
"You're not even guaranteed
help," he said. "It's luck of the
The university offers the $100
subsidies in pre-first grade childcare
to thirteen studentswho are parents
each month. For employees, Human
Resources offers a childcare referral
listing in its employee systems plan,
said Hinton.
College ofArts and Sciences and a
mother of an 8-year-old, knows all
about the high cost of childcare in
Seattle.
She said when her daughter was
young, she and her husband had
to pay $800 to $900 a month for
childcare.
"The cost [of daycare] went
down when she got older," she said.
"But I remember thinking that if
I had two kids, it probably would
not have even been worth it to keep
working."
Leon said ifSeattle Uhad offered
faculty a childcare center, she would
have used the service. She said she
came back to work when her daugh-
ter was 10-mondis-old.
"It would have been nice to be
able to take my lunch break and go
see her," she said.
Andrea McDowell, visiting as-
sistant professor ofliterature and a
mother ofa 1-year- old and 5-year-
old, said she andher husband would
appreciate a childcare center on
Seatde Us campus.
"Because we're committed to
spending that time with our kids,
it's hatd," she said. "If there was
something available for us on cam-
pus that would make a huge differ-
ence for us."
McDowell, who's expect-
ing a third child in January, said
she felt lucky to have her hus-
band Sean McDowell teaching
in theEnglish Department, too.
Working in the same depart-
ment allows the couple more time
to coordinate family and work
arrangements, she said.
"In a way we have an advantage
because we're able to configure our
schedules," she said.
Although her part-time posi-
tion does not offer her the benefit
of maternity leave, she added, her
husband will be taking a paternity
leave this spring quarter to help care
for their newborn child.
Leon and McDowell each said
that while the university did not
provide childcare, their individual
departments were accommodating
to their needs as parents.
Leon said the Modern Languages
Department, allowed her to bring
her daughter to work and maintain
a flexible schedule.
"As far as my department has
been concerned, they've been in-
credibly supportive," she said.
Leon added that she taught for
one yearat Lakeside, a private Seattle
high school, and didnot receive the
same support from her employer.
"If my daughter was sick, I
couldn't bring her to class, but I
couldn't cancel class either," she said.
"I came back to Seattle U because of
the flexibility."
McDowell said the English
Department also held a receptive at-
titude toward faculty members pur-
suing parenthood. "I haven't felt like
I've had to make choices between
professional life and motherhood,"
she said.
Despite die support oftheir par-
ticular departments, some parent-
professors still feel the university
should offer childcare to faculty.
"It should be subsidized; it
should be one ofour benefits," said
Professor Gary Chamberlain.
Not all staff, however, said they
would use a Seattle U childcare facil-
ity. Carlito Umali, First Generation
Project coordinator in the Center
for Service and Community
Engagement, said if Seattle U of-
fered a daycarecenter, hewouldnot
leave his 18-month-oldniece there
while he was at work.
"Because they haven't shown
they're credible," he said, "I would
rather find family to watch her."
Others, like graduate student
and mother Margaret Berkes, said
die university might attract a more
diverse student body with a daycare
facility.
"When childcare is available at
an institution," she said, "it opens
up all of die programs at die insti-
tution to a large and diverse group
ofpotential students who otherwise
would have their educationalambi-
tions unmet."
Katie can be reached at
fardenk@seattleu.edu
If I had two kids,
it would not have




Increased perception of crime causes worry
Corey Blaustein
Staff Writer
Recent crime alerts in the areas
around campus have made some
Seattle University students more
aware of their surroundings. With
Seattle University being located in
an urban setting, students are tak-
ing more precautions than ever.
SU student Molly Moore and
her friend were mugged just south
of campus on Nov.7.
"My instinct was to run. I've
lived in this area for two years and
the neighborhood seems to be get-
ting worse," said Moore.
Rumors ofgangs in the area are
true according to Director ofPublic
Safety, Michael Sletten. While
some believe there has been a rise
in crime Sletten claims, "Overall
there haven't been more reports
than other years."
Sletten said Public Safety works
closely with the Seattle Police
Department's East Precinct in com-
municating about incidents that
happen on and off campus.
"We have an off duty SPD
team that works the south perim-
eter area of campus to protect the
students that live there," Sletten
said. "[Public Safety] is focused in
finding out what's happening and
reporting that to the campus and
neighborhood."
Still, students like Moore wish
that Public Safety would do more
off campus such as allowing the
NightHawk to travel between
apartments and homes instead of
just to and from school.
I've lived in this area
for two years and the
neighborhood seems
to be getting worse.
Molly Moore
Senior
There were rumors oftwo new
gangs moving into the area south
of campus. Moore, who lives on
11th and Spruce, reported that
a group of suspicious people ap-
peared on Fir Street and fresh
tags on apartment buildings and
houses have shown up. Many of
the neighborhood's residences have
noticed similar happenings but
were reluctant to talk in fear they
might become the focus of local
criminals.
Students like Allison Purcell,
however were willing to talk about
their concerns for their safety.
"Once I walk off campus at
night I get nervous about being
approached by anyone." Purcell
said. She now walks with a knife
for protection.
Others like Anthony Pretlow
are aware of crime happening but
aren't fearful.
"I feel safe knowing that the
Seattle Police Department pa-
trol the area constantly," Pretlow
stated.
Gary Perry, an associate pro-
fessor of Sociology and Global
African Studies is also concerned
about how PublicSafety is address-
ing the issue of crime in the area.
Working with communities in the
Central District, Perry states that a
lot of the residents view Seattle U
as a kind ofcancer.
"Their impression of SU is
overwhelmingly negative," Perry
stated as he explained the struggle
for Central to try and keep local
business alive while the University
starts to expand. This tension, Perry
believes, might be causing a rise in
criminal activity geared towards
SU.
In dealing with the issue ofsafe-
ty on and off campus and how to
remedy student's fears about living
in the area, Perry suggests Public
Safety have a co-educational role.
"Public Safety needs to reach out
and integrate the campus and
the community. We want to em-
brace the outside, not the inside,"
he said.
Perry also believes that Public
Safety needs to do a better job in
alerting the students in a more
productive manner. He suggests
paring these campus alerts with
a sort of 'Be Smart' campaign;
educating students how live in
an urban environment. "We are
sending campus alerts without
any possible future actions or re-
course. It can feed into a sort of
paranoia," Perry said. "All stu-
dents can do is wait for the
next alert."
Perry proposed focusing Public
Safety's alliances with community
groups rather than the SPD to cre-
ate stronger bonds between the
University and the area that sur-
rounds it.
Corey can be reached at
blaustei@seattleu.edu
SU finances prevent daycare
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Some faculty claim they are now treated 'like children'
reimbursement for
alcoholic beverages at a meeting
before 3:30 p.m. These are false,
according to Isiaah Crawford,
university provost.
"As far as I can tell, there is
no stated written policy to that
effect," Crawford said. "If a pro-
fessor is out conducting busi-
ness over lunch, then sure it is
However Theresa Earenfight,
history professor, encountered
a small problem early on in the
year. Earenfight is in charge of
the ongoing academic salons at
the university, and often invites
guest speakers from high profile
universities. In early September
she took three guest speakers to
lunch. The lunch meeting in-
cluded alcoholic beverages. When
Earenfight submitted thereceipts
for reimbursement, she was
told the alcohol would not be
"They will not pay for alcohol
if it is not at dinner, and since
it was a lunch they didn't," said
Earenfight. Frustrated, she ap-
proached die provost's office and
was ultimately able to have the
alcoholic beverages reimbursed.
"I wouldn't want it to be
overregulated.' Earenfight said,
thinking of the alcoholic bever-
age policy. "It is good to know
that people care enough, as long
as they don't make us feel like
children."
Earenfight also attributes
the recent closing of the Casey
Commons as a reason this has
become an issue. Informally die
Sorrento and Cafe, Presse have
become faculty dining balls, she
said.
"In the past we might have
gone to the Commons where
alcohol wouldn't have been an is-
sue," she said.
Earenfight does understand
the alcohol policy to some extent,
citing it as an issue ofliability for
the university.
"We're adults, and we should
be able to make reasonable de-
cisions and if we don't some-
one should call us on it. I think
it is entirely liability driven,"
Earenfight said.
While reimbursement will be
made after the business meet-
ing in some cases, Ma said she
recommends professors seek ap-
proval before the meeting if an al-
coholic beverage will be involved.
Approval can be obtained through
the appropriate executive.team
member, including Crawford.
"A reasonable person would
know the difference between
conducting university business
and socializing between a friend
or colleague," Crawford said. "We
expect our faculty and staff to
exhibit good judgment for those
sorts of things."
When it comes to busi-
ness travel expenses, the policy
states there are certain expens-
es that are not reimbursable.
Alcoholic beverages cannot be
reimbursed unless they are with
dinner, are purchased through
per diem or have been approved
in advance.
According to Ma, the per diem
method does not require that fac-
ulty submit receipts. Before their
trip to a conference or a conven-
tion, professors are given roughly
$35 per diem per day. Most pro-
fessors choose to submit receipts
after trips and receive reimburse-
ment, said Ma, because $35 tends
not to cover daily expenses.
It is required that faculty sub-
mit receipts 10 days after the
completion oftheir trip.
Like die non-travel policy, the
reimbursement for alcohol bever-
ages is possible ifthere is approval
or clear justification the meeting
pertained to university business.
"One of the things as a uni-
versity we need to be careful of, is
how we are using student's mon-
ey," said Ma. "We have to be pru-
dent in the use ofour funds."
Earenfight agreed faculty
needs to be somewhat cautious
when ordering alcohol at a busi-
ness meeting.
"I think the wordreasonable is
the key word here. We all know
there are people who cross bor-
ders. Even though at first I got
irritated, I recognized that my
little tussle was small. However,
there are people who do abuse it,"
she said.
Earenfight echoed Ma's senti-
ments on keeping the reimburse-
ment process of alcoholic bever-
ages on a case by case basis.
Alex can be reached at
lacassea@seattleu.eclu
We have to be










Sullies form a tight-knit clique
Michael Lis Sette
Nature of prestigious Seattle University scholarship goes under review for first time in two decades
Volunteer Writer




President William Sullivan estab-
lished the award in 1989 in order
to support students who directly
advanced the cause ofsocial justice
and demonstrated a strong com-
mitment to leadership.
This past May, the Sullivan
Leadership Award issued an inter-
nal report that reviewed a num-
ber of current issues affecting the
program. These ranged from the
geographic recruitment area to class
sizes, all ofwhich were tied into the
direction it would take in the com-
ing years.
For Theresa Earenfight, an as-
sociate professor of history and a
member of the review committee,
it seemed the proper time to per-
form one.
It was interesting that
the scholars had a lot
of team meeting time.
Erwin Santiago
Senior
"The program was close to 20
years old, and there had been no
formal review. There was a new
Provost, and it seemed like a good
idea," Earenfight said.
One of the main consider-
ations was the potential expansion
of the program to 12 students per
year. Ultimately the panel decided
against this, recommending that it
remain at nine students per year.
"In terms of size, at a certain
point it can dilute the experience of
the Sullivan program," Earenfight
said. "It can seem cliquish [...] but
if it gets bigger it can dilute the
close coherence of the program."
The issue of"cliquishness" is one
of concern for her.
"Because the Sullivans are a
cohort, they are very closely knit,"
Earenfight said. "And this, coupled
with the fact diat they have received
a prestigious scholarship, fosters
a perception of their actions as
such."
However, Earenfight is not per-
sonally worried about the nature of
the program.
"This is a problem with all
cohort programs," Earenfight ex-
plained. "It's not that the students
themselves mean to be or are exclu-
sionary, it's that they are required
to do many things on campus as a
group, and this group cohesiveness
can be seen by others as forming a
clique."
Some students outside the
program share this opinion of the
program.
"I thought that it was interest-
ing that the scholars had a lot of
team meeting time," said senior
journalism major Erwin Santiago.
"I don't see that as 'clique-ish' be-
cause it is required ofdiem to meet
up like this [...] I believe the re-
quired group meetings are neces-
sary for freshmen to help establish a
groupoffriends that they can really
rely on through their four years at
SU."
Carmen Rivera, sophomore
criminal justice major, does not
think they are a clique either. She
had applied to the program when
first applying to Seattle U but
wasn't accepted.
"I do not know all the Sullivan
scholars," Rivera said. "But they
do not seem cliquish to me at all.
Therewas one on my floor last year;
she was not very social but she was
by no means unfriendly."
Rivera said she had traveled to
Costa Rica with two Sullivan schol-
ars as a part ofher biology class. She
said her memories of them were en-
tirely positive.
"I have had great experiences
with the Sullivan scholars," Rivera
said.
Ashwin Warrior, a freshmen
pre-major and a Sullivan scholar
himself, did feel a certain cliquish-
ness could start to form in the first
months.
"The Sullivan group can tend to
get a little cliquish," Warrior said.
"Especially during the freshmen
year since we all go on a retreat
together during the summer and
get to know each other really well
beforehand."
But, as time goes on, he found
the tendency to stay only with other
Sullivan Scholars lessened.
"Simply getting involved on
campus participating in Seattle U
coordinated events like the New
Student Retreat can help to dissolve
the clique mentality [...]," Warrior
explained.
The review team decided to add.
Andrea McDowell, professor of
English, to help with the freshmen
transition period and to help lessen
the workload on thepreviously sole
faculty adviser, JerryCobb, S.J.
I'd be very pleased




"The position is new this year,
primarily because the program is
growing and with the increase of
students they felt they needed to
share the workload," McDowell ex-
plained. "While Father Cobb and
I work together on the program
as whole, and I am available to all
students and amnot partitioned off
to work with freshmen only, each
adviser workingprimarily widi two
years of students to divide up the
work load made sense."
The review team expanded
the recruiting base to include
Wyoming, Hawaii and New
Mexico and the class sizes were kept
at nine per year. Michael McKeon,
dean of Admissions and co-chair
of the Sullivan Leadership Award
Selection Committee, disagreed
with the latter decision.
"I'd be very pleased to see it
grow to 12 per term [...] Bringing
50 or so people into the program,
12 per cohort, is not excess."
The ultimatedecision on wheth-
er to expand or not was left to a
later time.
Michael can be rached at
lisette@seattleu.edu
GarrettMukai The Spectator
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Faculty enter quarter versus semester debate
Matthew Martell
Entertainment Editor
On Nov. 21, over 100 faculty
members gathered in the Casey
Commons for a faculty-only ques-
tion and answer session concerning
die shift from quarters to semesters;
the turnout was so staggering it vio-
lated the fire code, forcing a shift
in venue to a lecture room in the
Sullivan School ofLaw.
The Q-and-A was moderated by
Isaiah Crawford, Seattle U provost,
and Nalini Iyer, associate professor of
English and president ofAcademic
Assembly. During die forum, faculty
members were given die chance to
voice their questions and concerns
about the shift to semesters to the
moderators, who claimed to be im-
partial to the issue at hand.
Crawford began the forum
widi an introduction where he ad-
dressed the primary concerns of the
Semester Subcommittee, headedby
Ted Fortier, associate professor of
anthropology. Crawford noted he
would only want to seriously con-
sider the shift to a semester system
if doing so would guarantee an in-
crease in die quality of the education
at Seattle U. The semester system
would also only be implemented
if doing so would not increase the
workload ofdie faculty members at
die university, said Crawford.
Overwhelmingly, die sentiment
in the audience during the forum
was one opposed to the shift. Kate
Koppelman, associate professor of
English, voiced her concerns about
die shift in relation to faculty work-
load. The system most semester uni-
versities operate under is one where
students take five diree-credit classes
per semester, as opposed to die cur-
rent three five-credit classes under
die quarter system. Under the typi-
cal semester system, professors are
required to teach three classes per
quarter instead of two, meaning
more studentsto teach per semester,
noted Koppelman.
"IfI have to teach direeclasses per
semester instead of die two I teach
per quarter now," said Koppelman,
"that means grading an extra sec-
tion's worth of paper's every semes-
ter. How does this not translate to
an increased workload?"
In addition to an increase in
work, faculty members were also
concerned about the quality of the
education they would be able to of-
fer their students. Marylou Sena,
associate professor of philosophy,
noted the difficulties of guaran-
teeing quarter-level quality educa-
tion under a five-class per semester
system.
"Switching to semesters with
the dual idea that faculty [mem-
bers] teach three courses per term
instead of two and that students
take five courses per term instead of
diree," said Sena, "means a sacrifice
in teaching that cannot make good
on die promise ofa qualitative leap
in focused and in-depth learning."
Others were opposed to die shift
due to die smoodiness ofdie current
quarter system at Seattle U.
As the current system doesn't
seem to be broken, many profes-
sors did not see the need to attempt
to fix it. Furthermore, research done
byodier universities has yet to prove
one system as being superior, for fac-
ulty or students, than the other.
"No study has ever shown one
system to be better than die other,"
said Naomi Hume, associate pro-
fessor in Fine Arts. "If any research
showed semesters to be better or
more efficient, that would be one
thing, but as it stands there is just
nothing."
In spite of widespread opposi-
tion, a few faculty members also
spoke in favor ofa shift to a semester
system. Fortier noted die problem of
die quarter system in terms of fac-
ulty research, and how die semester
system allows for increased scholarly
output.
"Oftentimes when professors go
on sabbatical, they do so in order
to work on research," said Fortier.
"With a semester system in place,
professors would get 15 week
sabbaticals instead of 10, which
would allow them more time to do
their scholarly work."
The forum lasted for two hours,
and though manyconcerns were ex-
pressed, Iyer noted that no specific
proposal has yet been given for the
potential shift. Regardless, many
■professors at the forum expressed
opposition about the potential shift,
and want to have a strong say in the
fate of the decision.
Matthew can be reached at
martellm@seattleu .edu
Specs of the week
E-mail not so "cute"
anymore
Joseph Clark, the student
responsible for the "Cute baby
sucking on a lemon" e-mail that
cluttered thousands of Seattle
U inboxes last month, has been
charged by the university for six
counts ofmisconduct.
The charges range from a vio-
lation of school Internet usage
policies and hacking. In addition,
Clark will also be tried as a "level
one nuisance," according to the
summons he received last week.
Clark, a physicsand philosophy
major, sent the e-mail containing a
YouTube video ofa baby sucking
on a lemon to thousands of stu-
dentsafter gainingaccess to a large
listofaddresses from a campus an-
nouncement e-mail sent by anoth-
er student, Matthew Hitchman.
According to Clark, Hitchman is
also being tried on the six counts
ofmisconduct.
Additionally, Joshua Moore, ju-
nior computer science major, who
replied to all addresses on Clark's
email and continued the e-mail
chain, will also face charges.
Clark said he understood the
charges.
"It's justcommon sense not to
send an e-mail to 7,000 people,"
said Clark. "I'm just happy it's
blowing over."
Rhodes money will not
fund Seattle U students
Last week, two Seattle
University students, Kai Smith
and TJ Sheehy, were interviewed
in the final selection process ofthe
Rhodes Scholarship, a $45,000
award paying for study at Oxford
University.
The selection committee asked
questions about current events,
science and business, looking for
students with personal vitalityand
a commitment to public service.
In recent mondis, Smith, a se-
nior political science and history
major, has followed in his fathers
footsteps, carving out a possible
political career in his home state
of Montana. Sheehy, a senior po-
litical science major, spent his last
year working on rural develop-
ment in Haiti.
Neither won. The scholarship
trust chose 32 men and women
from across the U.S. for the
award, including many Ivy League
students.
Smith said the experience was
still very positive, and he became
acquainted with many of the final-
ists outside of the competition.
Smith and Sheehy, former
Honors students, are roommates
and helped each other throughout
the application process.
"I felt very lucky just to be in
the process," Smith said. His fu-
ture plans now involve working in
Washington D.C. to gain experi-
ence in politics or business.
Seattle U has hadmany Rhodes
finalists, but the most recent win-
ner was in 1995.
AIDS Awareness Week
December 4will kick offAIDS
Awareness Week. Headed up by
the Face AIDS club on campus
and the Peer Action HealthTeam,
PHAT, the weekwill be dedicated
to promotingeducationand fund
raising.
"This is our first time setting up
events for the whole week," said
Ryan Arbow, head ofFace AIDS at
Seattle U. "We are really excited."
Programming will focus in on
bringing understanding to a local
level.
The week will consist ofevents
put on by both Face AIDS and
PHAT including a screening of the
PBS special on AIDS followed by
speakers from local AIDS support
groups.
On Thursday night, FACE
AIDS will host the third annual
Vigil ofHope at the Chapel ofSt.
Ignatius, followed by a candle-light
procession. The night will con-
clude with a music performance
by two students, Aerica Banks and
Luke Hightower.
Friday, Nov. 5, is the yearly
Bah-Humbug Bingo at 7:00 p.m.
in the Leßoux Room hosted by a
local drag queen. Tickets are $3,
and all proceeds will benefit the
Lifelong AIDS Alliance.
PHAT will also behosting free
HIV testing in the student health
center for students all week. The
process takes about 15 minutes and
results come back within a week
and are completely confidential.
Comments should be sent to
spectator@seatßeu.edu
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JOL // HAVE YOU HEARD "~^^
WHAT ASSU HAS BEEN (LoAWSS )g g<l & WORKING ON FOR YOU? \JNfcHfiJ**^^/
■■■ W ASSU is your student-elected representatives working to advo- I
i cate to make your SU experience the best it can be. We are always interested in ■J answering your questions and addressing your concerns and issues. We encour- [i age you to e-mail any ofyour representatives and visit our office in STCN 360. i
BE HEARD!- Be Heard is ASSU's stu- RedZon- Join the Student Spirit Sec-
dent opinion program. Have issues or tion! Membership includes T-shirt, prizes,
concerns that you would like addressed food & transportation at select games, &
by ASSU? Fill out a comment slip at the entry into raffles. Sign up or Q?
Be Heard boxes (located at the CAC or femieuxr@su.eda.
outside STCN 360), and check out the .
Facebook group "BE HEARD!" to leave Printing- When ASSU found out that
comments and participate in discus- free printing would not be offered to stu-
sions. Q? wiikinsl@su.edu. dents any longer, we worked assure that
students would receive a quota for free
NightHawk Improvements- ASSU printing per quarter. Beginning Winter
worked with Public Safety to improve Quarter 2009, each student will receive
the student experience with the Night- 125 free pages of printing per quarter. Q?
Hawk shuttle service. Q? fletche3@su.edu.
smit2ls3@su.edu.
_ ITT _ ... ', Appropriations Update for Clubs- 08-09Committee on Responsibte Invest- Appropriations Budget for Clubs: $65,000;ment- ASSU helped facilitate the crea- Amount Remaining t0 Appropriate: $51,536.
tion ofthis committee, a group that re- Q? escanclar@su. edu.
views SU's endowment through a lens
of human & environmental rights as I Board of Trustees- ASSU was proud tocommunity development, interested? announce tne Appointment ofBrianrendesm@su.edu. Yadao tQ serve op Board of Trustees
..„.„. ««.■««• oinK Acci 1 ic »A«ru- Investment Committee. ASSU is continu-
!ng,oadrcaßted^mTore tstudentHprbusinesses, cafes, restaurants, & stores !10flns °J! l,he Boa ';? rf rustees and other
for their favorite items and food. Stay influential committees across campus,
posted for the launch of the program! Mon the for further opportunl-
Q? escandar@su.edu Uesloserve.Q7smit2ls3@su.edu.
A Brown Bag Lunch: Study Space Planning-Dec. 4th, 12:15-1:15 in
/ | PIGTIO3 A chance for students to ask questions, voice concerns, and
f \ hear about what SU is doing on the upcoming study space crunch when
SAVE the Library closes for construction this spring. Q? eschee@su.edu
TH E Quarter vs. Semester Forum-Dec 4th, 7pm in Schafer Auditorium
DATE! Attend a formal student forum with faculty and administration panelists to
J listen to your concerns, hear your options and answer your questions.' Q? weberm@su.edu1
Questions & comments always appreciated! Contact escandar(gpeattleu.edu
features
Revamping winter break: studentscope withholiday stress
Veronica Martin
Students make Seattle to
Staff Writer
As finals week looms ahead with
papers and projects and other aca-
demic commitments, going home
can seem like a foreign concept. Soon
students on campus will be hurrying
to catch a flight or begin the drive
homeward. Stress from school will
suddenly be a faraway concept.
But for other students on cam-
pus the holidays don't mean a re-
turn to relatives. Family traditions
are replaced with adventures as they
explore a different culture or their
newfoundfreedom.
"There are few holidays I have not
spent with my family," says Felipe
Roa of Colombia, who is in his first
quarter at Seattle U earning a mas-
ter's degree in public administration.
He says it's too expensive to return to
his home for only two weeks or less.
Instead, he is taking the opportunity
to explore the U.S. and Canada.
"I have to take advantage of be-
ing here and visit as many places as I
can," says Roa.
MohamedJbir is making the trip
home to Tunisia but understands
why people would choose to stay
for the break.
"I've lived with myfamily for my
whole life," he says. "This is the time
to have a different one."
Being away from family and fa-
miliar surroundings pushes a person
to understand themselves in new
ways, Roa continues.
"It means youhave torely on just
yourself," he says. "You are going to
discover so many things about your-
self, your personality and how you
interact with others."
Teresa Beery, office manager for
the International Student Center,
says students are always slightly
homesick. But the excitement of
being in a new place outweighs the
longing to return home.
"They are still adventurous," she
says, "Students view the break as an
opportunity to explore Seattle."
However, the cost offlying home
can also deter students.
"With the price of oil it's expen-
sive to buy tickets at the last mo-
ment,"says Sandra Bui, international
student adviser.
Though the International Student
Center does not offer programs nor
do they keep a record of students
staying on campus for winterbreak,
alternative living situations for stu-
dents still arise.
"People will call and extend an in-
I have to take
advantage of being
here and visit as many
places as I can.
Felipe Roa
Graduate student
vitation for dinner at their homes,"
says Bui. Faculty and staffwill often
offer their homes to international
students as an alternative to staying
in on-campus residence halls.
But for those staying on campus
for the holidays, options for the holi-
days can be limited.
"We find that the majority of
folks already have plans," says Alvin
Mangosing, assistant director for
residential programs in Housing and
Residence Life. "People already know
what they are doing so it's pointless
for us to try and create programs for
them."
Students are self-sufficient when
it comes to planning for the holi-



















































Three months and a holiday later
Fernando Sioson
My first trip back home from Seattle U
VolunteerWriter
AsI stepped ontoAlaskaAirlines flight 298,
bound for my hometown ofSanDiego
forThanksgiving, Iwas gladtobefinally
relieved ofSeattle's signature rainfall.
Two hours later, as I stepped off expecting a fresh
dose ofbeautiful California sunshine, I was hit right
in the face by a class three thunderstorm. Good to be
home again!
"Get a haircut, son," was the first thing my dad said
to me after two months away from home. It was un-
derstandable considering the little guys hadn't seen scis-
sors since summer's end. Talking to my parents is now
like talking to a fellow adult. It's as if someone stuck
a "respect me" sign to my back, and I can't get it off.
My mom insists my fashion sense has improved, but I
hardly care.
I walk into my house only to feel outofplace and dis-
connected. There are no Bon Appetit staffin my kitchen,
the room I sleep in is neither in Beilarmine nor a quad,
and my bathroom has been trafficked by less than 20
people in the last hour.
I go get coffee with my two best friends some time
later. I take us to the Egyptian Tea Room. I'm a college
student living in Seattle, therefore I know the location
of every Indie coffee shop in the city.
We choose seats under a statue ofAnubis holding a
mochalatte. My friends tell me I look "94 percent more
Asian," which stuns me so much I can hardly drink the
brown unidentified substance I had ordered.
I take a long hard look in the mirror once I'm at
home and everyone is asleep. Have I really changed all
that much? Sure the clothes are different, I have new
eyeglasses and my cell phone has a hundred contacts I
hadn't known three months ago. Does that mean I'm
different version of me? Or is the change just all in my
mind?
Fernando can be reached at siosonf@seattleu.edu
Freshmen struggle withe first visit home
Eric Gordon
Staff Writer
As the holidays quickly ap-
proach, some students are preparing
for the first trip to the home they left
months ago. For some, this transi-
tion leaves them surprised.
Many freshmen go home and
find their role within their home
has shifted.
And these different expectations
can lead to frustration on both sides.
Students have become accustomed
to being autonomous, independent
young adults whileparents still view
them their kids.
"There can be a lot ofconflict be-
cause the student comes back and
has a new identity and new roles,"
says GeorgeSayre, professor ofpsy-
chology who specializes in counsel-
ing for couples and families. "And
they often don't address this until
something goes wrong; for example,
the student stays out all night or
doesn't call."
Though the atmosphere at home






.upperdassmen say they have a bet- 1
ter idea of what to expect. 1
"When I went home my mom I
loved me more than anything. I 5
could do no wrong—l was the i
queen of the house. It was actually
better than my expectations," says
Kathryn Burruss , a sophomore eco- ,
nomics and history major.
But other older students' first
experiences home weren't as picture
perfect.
"Especially with myparents there
were a lot ofawkward situations,"
says Ben Mendoza, a junior com-
munications major. "They always
wanted me to come more during the
school year, and I don't really like
going home—so when I actually did
go home I got a lot ofcrap for it."
Sayre explained that as students :
mature during their first year away,
their roles begin to shift. However,
heexplained, most parents don't un-
dergo any role change at all.
"[Going home] was strange
because it didn't really feel like it
was home anymore," says Robert

















e home for the holidays
complaints or signs the university
needs to provide alternatives for stu-
dents who can't leave campus.
Those who submit an applica-
tion to remain in on-campus hous-
ing for winterbreak are reviewed on
a case by case basis in terms of need,
explains Tim Albert, assistant direc-
tor of Housing and Residence Life.
More than half of the already small
number of students who stay are ath-
letes or student leaders involved with
university-related activities.
"In terms of the number ofstu-
dents who stay for the whole break,
it's a handful," he says.
Albert likes to meet with students
who do stay so he can gauge their
needs. Albert went on to saythat not
only is Housing concerned for the
physical safety of residents, they are
concerned about their mental and
emotional well-being.
"I encourage students to spend
some time with friends who live in
the area," Albert says. "We want to
make sure this person isn't isolated
or alone."
In the end, only about four or five
people stay on campus for the entire
break, he says.
"I want to say I'm the only per-
son who is staying," says Majd Bani-
Odeh, from Palestine. "All of my
friends are going home."
Bani-Odeh lives with family in
Seattle, so her situation is different,
she says.
To substitute inability to be with
family for the holidays, some stu-
dents opt to spend their holidays
with extended family and friends in
the area.
Danica Blanca Iglopas, senior
public affairs major from Guam, has
only returned home for the holidays
once during college.
"I figured because it's so expensive
and I have to work and pay my own
rent," she says, her voice trailing off.
"Theonly reason I would go homeis
to see my family and I will see them
when graduation rolls around, which
is really soon."
Each year her family exchanges
gifts over dinner a few days before
Dec. 24.
"It's big deal in my family. We
pick names in June," she says. "It
seems simple enough, but because
we make it such a huge deal between
the four of us it's something I miss
the most."
Now, instead of being there in
person, Blanca participates over
speakerphone, her family describ-
ing their dinner orders. They even
pick names electronically over the
Internet.
"We make the best of it, but it is
still not the same," she says.
Bui, from her position as interna-
tional student adviser, sees technolo-
gyas a way to mitigate homesickness,
especially over the holidays.
"In the old days you could only
communicate by phone or [writ-
ten] mail," she says. "Now, a lot of
[people] have video cameras on their
computer."
She describes a friend's family
who simply sit in silence in front of
the camera as ifthey were together in
their home, waiting for conversation
to come naturally.
For Andy Giron, senior inter-
national studies and Spanish major
from Albuquerque, N.M., the deci-
sion to stay in Seattlewas completely
his own.
"I'm basically weaning myself off,
gettingready to get out and stay away
from home," he says.
Even though it's hard to be away
from family, he will spend the holi-
daywith his roommates, who are also
remaining in the city.
Veronica can be reached at
martinv@seattleu.edu Garrett Mukai The Spectator
With traveling costs on the rise, many students on a budget are opting to celebrate the holidays in Seattle.
major. "I kind of felt like 'home'
took on some transient meaning
because I'm not really at home at
school, but I don't really belong in
my hometown anymore."
Also, people changed a
lot; people grew up, so
that was really different.
Mareena Moss
Sophomore
But the feeling ofwhere home
really is may not be so easy for some
to shake off. Laura Shoemaker had
never left her hometown of St.
Louis before coming to Seattle
University.
"I'm expecting a lot ofattention
when I get home. I'm going to be
really excited because I can say what-
ever the heck I want,and they'll love
me anyway," freshmen visual arts
.major Shoemaker says.
But awkward family problems
weren't the only issue that plagued
some students during their first trips
home. Ties to old friends were often
strained from all of the time apart.
"Everyone was coming back for
the first time, so there were some
awkward memories," says Mareena
Moss, sophomore chemistry major.
"Also, people really changed a lot;
people grew up, so that was really
different."
In order to alleviate some of the
problems that can be created when a
student returns home, Sayre stressed
the importance of communication
between students and parents.
"What tends to happen is a stu-
dent goes back and they'll expect
their parents to be exacdy the same
in all the 'good' ways—the waysthey
like," Sayre says. "It doesn't matter
how much they change, it matters
how much peoples' expectations
match, and whether they commu-
nicate about it."
Eric can be reached at
gordone@seattleu.edu
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Holiday shopping on a college budget:
Ten simple gifts under $20 that won't break the bank
• Coffee grounds with • Movie theater gift
a coffee cup: $10 cards: $15
• Homemade cocoa mix • CDs and books: $15
with marshmallows
in a jar: $7 #gy gear fQr yo(jr
parents (mugs, t-shirts
• Bake some cookies and and hats): $15
put them in a box: $12
• Simple jewelry (bracelets,
•If you're artistically inclined, earings and watches): $6
paint something: $8
• Crossword puzzle
• Knitted gloves: $3 book: $5
entertainment
Student artists 'collide' for D-l display of talent
AlexLaCasse
Staff Writer
With Seattle University shirting
into gear for Division I, the art or-
ganizations on campus are hoping
to follow in suit.
"As our school transitions into
the Division I mode, we wanted
to bring art along with it," said
Laurie Murphy, junior creative
writing major and editor-in-chief
of Fragments. The Fragments
Literary and Fine Arts Publication,
Literary Society and Artsideoutwill
make their first attempt at D-I art
with Collision: An Artistic Soiree,
a collaborative event showcasing
student artistic talent.
The three clubs will host the art
show in an attempt to bring Seattle
U artists and students together in
one communal venue. The show
will focus primarily on musical, lit-
erary and visual art and takes place
Dec. 6 in the Campion Ballroom
from 5:00 to 9:00 p.m.
Members ofthe three organiza-
tions hope to attract not only the
Seattle U artisan crowd but also a
wide array ofstudents.
"I'm hoping to bring in fresh-
men or students that aren't art
majors," said Cambray Provo,
sophomore creative writing major
and Literary Society representative.
"We want to create a space for ev-
eryone where they feel welcome to
share."
The event itself is the brain-
child of Murphy. She got the idea
for Collision from the annual
Fragments gala that happens ev-
ery April. She wanted to create an
event showcasing the end product
ofstudent artistry like the gala, but
on a larger scale.
"Collision" will display art sub-
missions from students in all types
of media around the ballroom. It
will also feature several live musical
performances from student musi-
cians and bands.
The clubs involved wantall art-
ist submissions to have equal rep-
resentation during the event. "We
really do want it to be a collision
ofart," said Murphy.
Additionally, there will be a
chance for students who submitted
poetry to recite their pieces aloud
in between student musical acts.
The plan is for the event to be an
all-out showing ofstudent art.
The threedistinct organizations
have been working on Collision for
quite some time and are excited
about its potential.
"It's a melding of all three
groups," said Tiffany Ta, senior
digital design major and art direc-
tor for Fragments. "We don't see
a lot of student art outside the
fine arts building" said Ta, who
noted the university does not have
a widely advertised student art
community.
According to the directors of
"Collision," Seattle U lacks a strong
art community.
"We have a lot ofartists, but it's
not really shown," said Ta.
"We are trying to start a com-
munity at SU" she said. "I wish I
had it freshmen year."
The deadline for submissions
was Nov. 21, though Murphy said
they hope to accept additional
submissions at the door. Ta said
the organizers have received some
great artwork from various students
tanging from written word to digi-
tal photographs.,
Bryson Nitta, junior environ-
mental studies major, will present a
series ofhaiku poems at Saturday's
event. He is excited at the oppor-
tunity to present in front of his
peers.
"I just think that it is a nice way
for people in the art community
to get together and meet with each
other," he said. For Nitta art is not
meant to be secretive but rather a
presentation.
"I don't really believe art is a
personal, internal thing. It is some-
thing that should be shared," said
Nitta.
Murphy agrees that art is some-
thing that needs to be shared, and
hopes Collision will allow student
artists to do just that.
"Not only can you put your art
in a public realm, but you submit
it to your peers," Murphy said.
"Artists have this venue and it is a
very important venue."
Alex LaCasse can be reached
at lacassea@seattleu.edu
Clara Ganey The Spectator
GraceMahoney, juniorvisual arts and literaturemajor, paints her submissionfor Collision, "With Pomegranite." The eventwill showcase student
artwork of all varieties including poetry, prose, paintings, photography and live musical performances from Seattle University student bands.
Hugo House polishes prose with all-day extravaganza
Elizabeth Sparenberg
VolunteerWriter
Students unable to sign up for
any of the creative writing classes
offered at Seattle University next
quarter can still get a taste of the
literary arts at the Richard Hugo
House this December. On Dec. 6,
the Hugo House will host amateur
ajnd professional writers alike for
its fundraising event, Write-O-
Rama.
The event is a celebration of
the various forms of the written
word. Anyone interested in hon-
ing or discovering writing skills
is invited to attend. In keeping
with the eclectic array of classes
the Hugo House provides each
year, Write-O-Rama will feature
one-hour workshops on a variety
ofthemes, including comic books,
poetry and fiction, ranging from
classical to beat-style.
Writer-in-residence Angela
Jane Fountas, who has taught at
the Hugo House for four years,
will instruct a fiction workshop
titled "Read Like a Writer," which
mirrors her upcoming winter class,
"Read to Write Short Stories."
During this workshop, Fountas
will lead students in reading an au-
thor interview from the esteemed
quarterly, The Paris Review, and
then read a short story by that
same author. The readings will
culminate in a writing exercise in-
spired by the interview and story.
The purpose ofthis workshop is to
examine both the technique em-
ployed by a successful published
author and the process and expe-
rience ofwriting.
The teachers at the Write-O-
Rama also benefit from the ex-
perience. Dickey Nesenger, who
will be teaching a workshop titled
"What's in a Meal?" has a personal
goal for the event.
"[I want to] challenge myself as
a teacher within the allotted time
span...with new ways to view
structure and especially character
development," said Nesenger.
Hugo House development asso-
ciate Kate Lebo is especially excited
about the two-hour zine crafting
seminars slated to begin at 10 a.m.
and 2 p.m. These workshops will
take place in the House's zine li-
brary, which is home to 20,000
zines. Lebo hypothesizes the li-
brary may be the largest zine col-
lection in the world. Other work-
shops include "Freedom through
Form" by Wendy Joseph, "Writing
Nonsense" by Waverly Fitzgerald,
"Diary Comics" by David Lasky
and Greg Stump, and "Text into
Performance" by Storme Webber.
Registration for the event begins
at 9:30 a.m. The series of one-hour
writing workshops starts at 10a.m.
The event includes two meals to
supplement the busy participants.
People are welcome to arrive any
timebetween 9:30 a.m. and 5 p.m.
At 5 p.m. the workshops end and
participants are invited to a wrap
party where they can share what
they have written.
The purpose of "Write-O-
Rama" is to build a community
ofwriters, while raising money to
keep the Hugo House running.
Their goal this year is $10,000; at
the last Write-O-Rama, they were
able to raise $9,000, mostly from
small donations. Participants are
required to raise a minimum of
$45 to gain entry. These donations
will support the various classes and
events that take place at the Hugo
House year-round. Classes at the
Hugo House aim to provide stu-
dents of all ages and educational
backgrounds with learning experi-
ences that stimulate creativity and
foster an intelligent and informed
appreciation for the literary arts.
"They [Hugo House] have
proven to be amazing ...I can't
say enough about them," said
Juan Carlos Reyes, a Write-O-
Rama participant. "I sought for
a writing community and for the
opportunity to meet others as pas-
sionate about writing as me. Write-
O-Rama promises to be one of
those really great events that bring
together a lotofcreative people do-
ing what we love to do most."
The Hugo House is located five
blocks from Seattle University at
1634 11th Ave., across from Cal
Anderson Park.
A full list of the workshops and
times is available at hugohouse.
org/giving/writeorama/.
Elizabeth Sparenberg can be
reached at sparenbe@seattleu.
edu
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was set up for coffee aficionados on
Nov. 17, the last event of the year in
the company's "Meet the Producers"
series. At the events, customers and
community members gather to hear
Stumptown's hand chosen coffee
producers talk about their farms
and methods of growing coffee.
Sipping freshly steeped coffee from
small round bowls, guests are free to
sample the dark steaming brew with
flavors ranging from light floral to
dark chocolate.
The events are part of
Stumptown's efforts to be as trans-
parent as possible in their coffee-
buying practice —a necessary step
for any company using direct trade
and maintaining the ethical and
taste standards of Stumptown's
coffee.
"A company could use this lan-
guage as a marketing tool," said
Luke Dirks, account manager for
Stumptown, of their direct trade
method. "So we try to be as trans-
parent as we can. One example is
our programs."
Stumptown indeed has their
own language when it comes to
coffee trading methodology.
"Direct trade is not certified,"
Dirks said. "It's our model for buy-
ing coffee." This means Stumptown
can set up their own standards and
levels ofquality—both of the farm
and the beans themselves—by
which to make decisions.
Fair Trade, on the other hand, is a
regulated standard to ensure farmers
receive a minimum price per pound
for their product. Companies like
Transfair, a non-profit organization
in the U.S., certify products as Fair
Trade. The producer must meet cer-
tain guidelines and standards and
pay a fee before being certified.
"Fair Trade is actually an in-
stitution of sorts that has defined
a certain way of doing business,
whether that's for the buyer, the
seller, or the grower," said Sam
Snyder, program director for the
coffee company Pura Vida Partners,
who is currently earning his masters
in public administration at Seattle
University. "There is not just a set
floor the price can't go below. It also
requires thegrower to have a system
in place that shows transparency on
their end, to show farmers are get-
ting a fair wage. There are some en-
vironmental standards as well."
Despite the fact that Fair Trade
assures standards for growers and
buyers, there are some drawbacks to
the model. Fair Trade certification
is costly and time-consuming for
the farmers, and as a result, some
companies are pursuing alternative
means for doing business.
Caffe Vita began developing
Farm Direct two years ago, their
own way of sourcing coffee farms
according to their own—not a third
party's—standards.
"Essentially, what Vita's un-
dertaking is going to each region
where we buy a significant amount
of coffee and developing a lasting
relationship with a special farmer
that embodies the values when it
comes to quality and social pro-
grams," said Michael Hebb, who
heads special projects at Vita and
founded One Pot, with which Vita
collaborates.
Once on the farm the One Pot
project allows diose from Vita to sit
down with the coffee farmers and,
over dinner, determine the farm's
specific needs.
"We want to share our experi-
ences about the farm and farmers as
much as we possibly can with our
customers," said Hebb.
Vita still uses Fair Trade certified
coffee, he said. However, widi Farm
Direct no one is paying a middle-
man to visit the farm. Rather, Vita
ensures the farmer even if the mar-
ket goes down tliey will still pay a
solidprice.
"To have a blind, dogmatic faith
in Fair Trade is not good on a con-
sumer level or on Vita's level," said
Hebb.
Faith in the coffee shop, how-
ever, is necessary when employing a
system ofdirect trade, unregulated
by an outside institution. Both
Stumptown and Vita are aware of
how important customer educa-
tion is.
"What makes me like
Stumptown," said Conor Mahoney,
sophomore humanities and busi-
ness major, "is you can go in there
and ask how much they paid the
[coffee] farmer and they will prob-
ably tell you."
Using these more precise
methods of sourcing and buying
coffee is not cheap.
Methods such as Stumptown's
and Vita's take a lot of resources,
said Perry Hook, head roaster and
coffee buyer for Victrola Coffee
Roasters. It is tough for smaller
businesses like Victrola to do so
much legwork on their own—let
alone ensure farmers a consistent
price despite market fluctuations.
"It's a long term goal," he said
of Victrola establishing a similar
method.
"There are costs involved," said
Dirks of Stumptown's approach.
"We spend a lot per pound but
we don't charge [the customers]
that much more. It's not a cheap
process but we see quality improve-
ment over the years."
Pura Vida, one of theFair Trade
coffees offered at Seattle U, has a
unique circular model when it
comes to purchasing coffee.
The company has two aspects:
a for-profit business in Pura Vida
and a non-profit organization in
Create Good. All of Pura Vida's
profits are, according to John Sage,
account manager for Pura Vida
coffee, given to the Create Good
organization to be reinvested into
the farming communities.
"Our mission calls us to give
back to the growers through pro-
grams and increase the incomes of
the communities we buy from,"
said Snyder.
Pura Vida also employs various
media to educate their customers
about their product and relation-
ship with the farms.
"The more people can think
about what they're consuming,
who's making it and what impact
it's having on those people, the
better," said Snyder. "If they think
about it they will end up making
theright decision."
Consumers are becoming more
aware of thechoices they make with
their dollars, especially within the
student population, said Sage.
"The generation that's growing
up right now is demanding that
we look at things more globally,"
he said. "Given the economy it will
be interesting to see how people
make choices."
Veronica can be reached at
martinv@seattleu.edu
ClaraGaney TheSpectator
In addition to selling Fair Trade coffee, Stumptown also offers regulation-free beans to their customers.
The Writer's Life:
Sharon Cumberland
Amazon Kindle stokes the fire for the future of the written word
Guest Writer
I just got an Amazon
Kindle—an electronic "book"
that can store 200 books, blogs,
and newspapers, and can make
the print large or small. It lets
you highlight passages, take
notes, and access thousands of
free books on the internet in
addition to the ones you can
buy from Amazon. It's wireless,
so you can download data any-
where without the mediation of
a computer. You can even add
MP3 files and play background
music as your read, or add talk-
ing books and let your bookread
itselfto you.
People have come up with
electronic readers before—there
was Rocket Book a few years
ago, and something called an
eßook—but what's new about
the Kindle is that it uses ambi-
ent light rather than lighting up
itself like a cell phone or a com-
puter. That means you can read
it all day, just like a paper book,
because you're not staring into
a light source. It's a real break-
through, like an iPod for books.
But it's also scary. When I
showed my Kindle to a librarian
at the Seattle Public Library she
said "Traitor!" as ifreading books
in this format signaled the end of
librariesas we know them. Some
of my students have felt appre-
hensive about the Kindle as well,
as though an electronic reader
removes something essential
from the reading experience—as
if books might lose their souls
if they're not printed on paper
anymore.




So here's a question for you:
why is it that we can embrace
music technologies without
too much anxiety but replac-
ing books seems like tamper-
ing with DNA? My generation
went through wave after wave
of music technology—from my
parents' 78RPM records to vinyl
LPs, audio cassettes and, finally,
CDs. iPods and MP3 players
have changed the way we access
music files, so it's only a matter
of time before CDs go the way
ofthe7BßPM.
Though some people in the
1980s thought changing sound
into numbers created robo-mu-
sic, the perfection and clarity of
digitized sound overwhelmed
sentimentality for the hiss of
"authentic" recordings. While
it's annoying (and sometimes ex-
pensive) tokeep replacing music
systems, it's not scary.
Yet the coming of the elec-
tronic book is scary in a way
electronic music is not. It signals
a paradigm change, which always
causes anxiety in folks who grew
up under an earlier paradigm—
especially one as old as the print-
ed book, which was invented by
Gutenberg in 1439.
How can a book not be ink
on paper bound into a satisfy-
ing solid with its distinctive smell
and feel? How can we, as writers,
want our work to exist as files
instead of as beautiful objects
that readers can admire, handle,
wrap in Christmas paper to give
as gifts and then borrow back
again?
The coming of the
electronic book
is scary in a way
electronic music is not
The very nature of newness is
that something is lost in the pro-
cess of gaining something else.
I love my Kindle because when
my eyes are tired I can make the
print big. I can download the
New YorkTimes without getting
out ofbed in the morning. I can
control clutter (no more stacks of
newspapers to carry out). IfI get
tired ofreading the paper I can
press a button and read a novel.
If I don't know a word I can
press another button and the
Kindle will tell me what the word
means. I can access Wikipedia
from the Kindle and get refer-
ences and allusions explained to
me on the spot.
On the other hand, I can't
lend you my book when I'm
finished with it. My book won't,
look great on a bookshelf and
make my room feel cozy. Some
variety is missing in the scale
and heft of my electronic book;
everything looks the same, as
though all books are now one
size, one font, one system.
The Kindle may not be the
electronic appliance thatreplaces
the paper book—and books as
we know them will be around for
a long time—but it's the harbin-
ger ofwhat's to come,
Yes, it's a little scary. But
books were scary to people in
oral cultures, who used to sit to-
gether to listen to bards tell sto-
ries from memory. Books caused
people to isolate themselves from
their communities and curl up
alone with their imaginations.
Books caused folks to lose their
memories.
But tell me the truth—do you
really need to remember two-
thousand lines ofHomer? A hun-
dred generations ofancestors? Of
course not—you have books to
do that for you. Likewise, what-
ever we lose by being "traitors"
to books is something we will no
longer need.
Sharon Cumberland can be
reached at slc@seattleu.edu
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ofstudents at Seattle U,
there seem to be a few
main reasons why student turnout
remains low. Students either stated
they have better ways to spend their
time, don't like watching "losing"
teams or wholly disagree with
Seattle U's D-I decision.
"I personally don't attend the
games because it's not my interest,"
said Emily Medcalf, sophomore
Social Work major, "and because I
feel like with work, and school, and
keeping a social life, I don't feel like
sports are my top priority."
Other students said they would
attend Seattle U sports games if the
sports they liked were represented.
"I know personally, I'm a big
fan of Oregon State football, but
we don't have any of that here,"
said Brendan Bullock, sophomore
international business major, "Its
just not a part of the culture, people
just don't really care about it, for
whatever reason."
One of the major difficulties pre-
sented by Seattle U's D-I move is
that many of the D-I teams travel a
majority of the season to gain more
prestige for their teams and rise in
"The one biggest problem is that
you take this one year, and you're
on the road a lot," said Athletic
Director Bill Hogan, "The one year
that we go through oftransition, it's
very difficult. There's no question
Students who stated they attend
the games and events are either ath-
letes themselves or have friends on
the teams.
"I know some of the people on
the girls' [basketball team]," said
Lacey Knoth, freshman psychology
major, "I feel like there's a pretty big
interest in the games, because we're
Dl now."
There are still other students who
choose to not attend the games for
almost the very same reason.
"It's too clique-y there," said
Abi Martin. "It's always the same
people there, and it's used as a so-
cial event—a place to go hang out
rather than to support athletics."
Some members of the athletic
faculty said game attendance is the
solution to this problem, rather
than the problem.
"We've got a great campus, great
education, but it seems very frag-
mented. There's nothing that con-
nects law, and business, and all the
different parts that we have going
on," said Josh Cooprider, assistant
athletic director for marketing and
external affairs. "And this is one of
the things that can do that."
On Jan. 1, Seattle U will hold
a massive celebration in light of the
first D-I men's basketball game held
at home in over 25 years. The game
will be against Loyola Marymount
University at the KeyArena.
"They'll be on TV, they can paint
their faces, we're going to have a re-
ally cool place for the students at the
KeyArena," said Hogan. "It's justfor
our students. It's for nobody else."
In spite of Seattle Us efforts to
entice and excite students about
athletics, some students disagree
with the D-I move entirely.
"I don't go to sports games be-
cause I don't have any interest in
sports, and thus we should not
have moved to Division I," said
JesseBickel, sophomore pre-major.
"I don'tavoid sports games because
ofD-I, but I would be willing to get
behind that idea that people not go
to the games if they disagree with
the move to Division One."
Still, Seattle U administration
and the Athletic Department re-
main confident and encouraged by
previous attendance success.
"There have been some games
when we've seen a great turnout
from students," Cooprider said. "I
think there's justa lot ofunknown
right now."
With the marquee Jan. 1 game
less than a month away, students,
staff, administration and fans ea-
gerly await the results.
Eric can be reached at
gordone@seattleu.edu
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Sparsely filled bleachers and stands are common sights at Seattle University sports events and games.
sports
D-I, 1-7 record can't drown women's swim
Kevin Atchley
VolunteerWriter
Seattle University used to be a
contender in Division II athletics.
In the Great Northwest Athletic
Conference the Redhawks sent
teams to regional playoffs, broke
records and won championships.
Swim may be die most affected
by die move.
Championships are the end-all
for a swimmer. In the first year of
a five-year transitional period to
Division I, die Redhawks are brac-
ing for a draught. When a school
transitions to a more competitive
level like Seattle U's move from
D-II to D-I, athletic programs
prepare for a drop in wins. Seattle
U's women's swim team is 1-7, but
has three meets during the Husky
Invitational from Dec. 4 to. 6 in
Federal Way, Wash, before winter
quarter ends. Arguably die hardest
transitionalpiece to adjust to is die
five-year span before eligible play-
off or championship competition
begins.
"This is a far more competitive
domain," said head swim coach
Craig Mallery. "These are gutsy,
hardworking women. This team
is the strongest and most cohesive
team we've had to date."
Despite the team's poor record,
school records were broken this sea-
son. Freshmen Alexis Morehouse
broke the school record in the 100
breast stroke and helped the team
win their only meet to date at Cal
State Bakersfield on Nov. 8. The re-
cord time is 1:06.49.
One part of die team's struggles
is die more competitive opponents.
The women competed against na-
tionally recognized programs like
die University of Washington, die
UniversityofIdahoand Washington
State University. They lost those
meets 151-97 against the Huskies,
162-100 against the Vandals and
153-50 against die Cougars.
One struggle was inexperience.
Nine of die 15 women swimmers
are freshmen. Co-captains senior
Megan Lavin and junior Elizabedi
Hanohano lead die Redhawks.
"I feel honored to be a captain
widiLiz [Hanohano] on die wom-
en's swim team," said Lavin. "This
is die first time in my entire college
career where die women's team has
really come together in a cohesive
and strong way."
The move to D-I proved more
challenging, which was expected
but not entirely prepared for. Lavin
maintained increased competition
can benefit her team.
"The move to D-I has changed
our competition schedule, adding
in a lot [of] faster teams, which
has been a really good diing for our
team," she said. "The faster competi-
tion pushes you to work harder."
Mallery emphasized the expen-
sive and difficult process ofrecruit-
ing an adilete to Seatde U.
"Thereality is it's about money,"
Mallery said.
ESPN.com recently published
an extensive story about recruiting
loopholes that illustrates the expen-
ditureand measures coaches will take
to sign a recruit. Though the story
focused oncollegiate basketball, the
point persists. Teams who want die
best recruits spend the most money,
and Mallery emphasized this.
"We are deliberate in funding,
but at the same time we are sig-
nificantly under funded," Mallery
said.
Another piece in the transi-
tional puzzle is die women's swim
team acclimating to long-distance
travel. Five of their eight meets so
far have been out of state. These
meets included trips to Riverside
and Bakersfield, Calif., Los Angeles
and Moscow, Idaho. Although this
may seem to provide hardships on
die team, assistant head coach Kat
Cuevas disagreed.
"The women here like to travel
and are better motivated because of
it," Cuevas said.
Though Mallery and.the women's
swim team look forward to calmer
andmore competitive waters, they're
treading for now.
Kevin can be reached at
atchleyk@seattleu.edu
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Freshmen Alexis Morehouse set
the 100 breast stroke record.
Seattle U school spirit still a ghost






Husky Invitational at Federal
Way, all day
Men's basketball
Lewis-Clark State vs. SU at
Connolly Ctr, 7 p.m.
Friday, Dec. 5
Women's swimming
Husky Invitational at Federal
Way, all day
Women'sbasketball




Husky Invitational at Federal
Men's basketball
SU vs. Portland State at
Track and field




SU vs. U of Portland at
Tuesday, Dec. 9
Women's basketball
Montana Tech vs. SU at
Connolly Ctr., 5:30 p.m.
Sunday, Dec. 14
Men's basketball
SU vs. Cal Poly at San Luis
Obispo, Calif, 7 p.m.
Men's basketball





SU vs. San Jose 94-62
Friday, Nov. 28
Women's basketball
SU vs. UW 56-82
Athletics crafts budget cuts
Taylor Olson
Travel, equipment and recruiting expenses lose funding after university-wide budget cuts
Staff Writer
Contrary to some campus spec-
ulation, Seattle University's Athletic
Department made a five percent cut
in its budget.
Across the board, budgets in
Student Development at Seattle U
were cutafter the country was faced
with a financial crisis. The Athletic
Department has responded to these
changes by coming up with creative
waysto adapt to the shortfalls with-
in Seattle U's budget.
Robert Kelly, vice president of
Student Development, said each
vicepresident hadto cut five percent
of their operating budget. Student
Development's budget was reduced
by $250,000, prompting them take
a hatchet approach to budget cuts.
Kelly said their charge was to
ensure Seattle U would maintain a
high quality for students by finding
waysto make cuts withoutaffecting
students.
"[Housing and Residence] Life,
Athletics and Public Safety all came
up to the table," Kelly said.
Eric Guerra, associate athletic
director, said because the Athletic
Departments fiscal year starts early
on July 1, the budget was already
in place before the cuts were made.
Contracts were already signed
with other schools binding them
to games and travel dates, so some
expenses were already in place.
The Athletic Department s bud-
get, excluding salaries and scholar-
ships, operates on approximately
$65,000 less than last year. Travel
expenses, athletic equipment and
insurance have been impacted the
most.
"It's a scenario where you make
changes to take it across the board,
not just in one place," Guerra said.
"We spread it out and made sure
that one area wasn't impacted in a
way that tookaway from what we're
committed to do this year."
Since most sports team's sched-
ules are largely away this year,
Guerra said coaches have found
cheap airfare. Though finding cheap
airfare may not be a new prac-
tice for the Athletic Department,
Guerra said these cuts have caused
the department to be even more fis-
cally prudent.
Coaches have also cut back on
the travel size oftheir teams.
While the largest percentage
of the budget was cut on the ad-
ministrative end, Guerra said each
team also lost an average of $800
in recruiting expenses. He said this
is a manageable number for most
coaches.
"The coaches will just repriori-
tize and in some cases lean for fund-
raised dollars," Guerra said.
to Guerra, the
Athletic Department looked for an-
ticipated expenditures that weren't
completely necessary this year in-
cluding facility enhancements and
projected marking expenses.
"We put everything on ice,"
Guerra said regarding these special
projects that were in the works be-
fore the cuts were made.
The Athletic Department also
utilizedresources to find inexpensive
ways to accomplish certain tasks.
Guerra said they saved thousands of
dollars by using services already in
place to install a new pulley system
in thepool and paint the Astrogym
in Connolly Center.
Bill Hogan, athletic director,
said they wanttp-raise more money
from donationsand fundraisers this
year in addition to generating rev-
enue through ticket sales. Guerra
said the Athletic Department will
be more dependent on revenue than
before, especially since 80 percent
of their allotted amount is spent
after basketball season. Because
basketball ticket sales bring in rev-
enue Athletics will have cushion in
its budget. Guerra emphasized the
importance ofmapping out expen-
ditures beforehand.
"It's important that we keep
the dollars in front, not behind,"
Guerra said. "Because then we're
playing catch-up and we'll never
catch up."
Both Guerraand Kelly said this
situation is not exclusive to Seattle
U.
"Schools everywhere are grap-
pling with this," Guerra said.
Kelly said this crisis will prob-
ably be more difficult for state in-
stitutions or smaller private schools.
Guerra noted he read an article in
the Seattle Times titled "State defi-
cit hits colleges" that said funding
for Washington state institutions
were drastically cut.
Guerra said although the eco-
nomic recession is nerve-racking,
it's somewhat reassuring that the
situation is global.
Taylor can be reached at
olsont@seattleu.edu
Boards and Tip-Ins
SU defense dominates Louisiana Tech, drops consecutive games
Historic win opens
Great Alaska Shootout
The men's basketball team had much
to be thankful for after a historic win
against Louisiana Tech on Nov. 27.
The 61-46 victory was Seattle U's
first over a D-l opponent since 1980
and helps validate their season slo-
gan, "Back in the Game."
The Redhawks bested the Bulldogs
in every category except free throw
percent and blocks, where each
team had one swat. Louisiana Tech
connected on 11 of 14 free throws
while Seattle U hit 13 of 20. The
stingy Redhawk defense swooped
again and led them to 11 steals and
forced 18 turnovers.
Seattle U senior forward Austen
Powers led all scorers with 16points
and three steals. Help came from
junior guard Chris Gweth after he
drilled three 3-pointers and finished
with 14points.
Louisiana Tech junior guard Kyle
Gibson led the Bulldogs with
14 points, six rebounds and
four assists.
Powers received the Player of the
Game award from Safeway, the tour-
nament sponsor.
SO loses to SDSU and
Portland State
The winds changed during the next
two Great Alaska Shootout games
against San Diego State University
and Portland State University.
The SPSU Aztecs beat the Redhawks
75-56, with 50.9 field goal shooting
percent and 57.1 3-pointer percent
Nov. 28. Seattle U shot 35.8 percent
from the floor and 35.3 percent be-
hind the arc.
Three was the magic number for
the Aztec's forward Kyle Spain who
led all scorers with 15points behind
three for three 3-point shooting and
three rebounds. Seattle U senior
Michael Wright led the Redhawks
with 12 points and senior for-
ward Austen Powers was the only
player to grab double-digit boards
with 10.
The next day, Nov. 29, the Portland
State Vikings sailed to a 14 point
victory over the beleaguered
Redhawks, and won 81-67. The
Vikings remained consistent over
both halves with 40 points in the
first half and 41 in the second half.
The Redhawks tried to overcome 9
of 26 field goals in the first half with
46 points in the second half. Even
seven of 19 3-pointers couldn't over-
come the spotty field goal percent.
The Vikings shot exceptionally
well at 50.9 percent and hit 30 of
59 field goals. Both teams strug-
gled with turnovers, each with 15.
Junior guard Chris Gweth led the
Redhawks in scoring for the fifth
time this season with 14 points on
five of 11 field goals. The consecu-
tive losses put the conference-less
Redhawks a 4-3 record.
Hoops alum John Tresvant still active, inventive
Katie Farden
Staff Writer
He's a builder, an inventor,
a veteran and a former Seattle
University basketball star. A stroke
that paralyzed much of the left: side
ofhis body makes him speak softly
at times. But standing tall at over
6 feet 6 inches, former Seattle U
men's basketball standout John
"Tre" Tresvant's size is almost as
impressive as his legacy.
Tresvant played basketball for
the Seattle U Chieftains from 1960
to 1964, the fist half of the decade
that Seattle U led the NCAA in
producing NBA players.
"Defense was my specialty," said
Tresvant.
He once grabbed 40 rebounds
for the Seattle U Chieftains in a
1963 game. By his senior year, he
averaged a double-doublewith 17.9
rebounds and 14points per game.
"He played very aggressively,"
said Tom Workman, Tresvant's
former Seattle U teammate.
Tresvant grew up in Washington,
D.C. and served in the U.S. Air
Force after high school. Stationed
at Paine Field in Everett, Wash, he
says he remembers playing games
against Seattle U's freshman bas-
ketball team. Seattle U offered
him a scholarship to play for the
Chieftains after his military ser-
vice ended, Tresvant said. He was
6-foot-3 and more of a baseball
player than a basketball player, he
said.
Tresvant played center and wing
for Seattle U. He also grew four
inches during his time at Seattle
U.
"I was a late bloomer," he said.
During his career playing for
Seattle U, Tresvant said the team
made it to regional NCAA finals
each year.
"We just couldn't get past
Oregon State or UCLA," he said.
Tresvant said he still main-
tains bonds with his former team-
mates including Eddie Miles and
Workman.
"[Tresvant] was a great com-
petitor," said Workman, who was a
freshmen when he joined a senior
Tresvant at Seattle U.
"Being at Seattle U was a tre-
mendous experience," Tresvant
said. "It was so like a family."
Tresvant, Miles and Workman
all went to the NBA after playing
for Seattle U. Tresvant played for
six different NBA teams including
the Sonics and the Lakers, he said.
After nine years ofprofessional ball
a knee injury put him out of the
game.
Tresvant has remained connected
to Seattle U's athletic department.
"He has been involved with
Seattle U throughout all of the
different divisions," said athletic director Bill Hogan. "He has always
been a loyal soldier for Seattle
University."
Tresvant said he was excited to
see the university return to Division
I athletics.
"I think the move to D-I is best
thing that's happened to the univer-
sity in a long time," he said.
One way Tresvant wants to aid
Seattle U in the coming years is by
establishing an athletic scholarship
for Seattle U's prospective student-
athletes, with a little help from his
friends and former teammates.
"I'll eventually get it together,"
hesaid. "I think that ifmore alumni
athletes were to do it, the money
would come through."
Tresvant describes himself not
only as an athlete, but as a builder
and an inventor. His figurative self
portrait isn't smeared either. In
2007, he received a patent for his
Total Rebounding Exercise System,
orTRES, afold-down machine that
helps athletes develop their jump-
ing abilities.
"It's good for anyone who has to
jump, not just basketball players,"
Tresvant said. "Volleyball players,
football players, even ballerinas can
use it."
The TRES costs about $3,000,
he said.
"But sometimes that's with tax
included," he added. "It depends on
how well you like me."
Tresvant also dabbles in
carpentry. He has produced tables,
counters, bars and storage units
over the years, he said.
"I can build almost anything,"
he said.
In February of2007, the stroke
that left much ofthe left side ofhis
body immobile slowed his ability
to create. Tresvant says he still can't
use his left arm.
Although he is still recovering
from the stroke, Tresvant said he
still leads an active life. Retired,
he now coaches an eighth grade
boy's select basketball team in
Snohomish, Wash.
He hasn't stopped inventing ei-
ther. Tresvant said he has two more
inventions coming, but wouldn't
disclose what they were.
"I don't want to tell you about
them justyet," he said with a grin.
His youngest daughter, Kendra
Podell, said her father's inventions
reflect how he lives his life.
"He loves anything that's going
to help someone out," she said. "He
always looks to better his life and
the lives ofeveryone around him."
Tresvant moves slower than he
did in the 19605. He may hold a
cane to walk, but he also holds a
legacy unmatched by many Seattle
U alumni. Talk about speaking
softly and carrying a big stick.
Katie can be reached at
fardink@seattleu.edu
CourtesySeattle U Atheltic Dept. The Spectator
1960s basketball star JohnTres-
vant once grabbed 40 boards.
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Lack of childcare fails Jesuit identity
As a Jesuit institution, Seattle University must strive to
fulfill the hallmark Jesuit values, including an "openness and
enthusiasm toward the whole of God's richly diverse creation
and for the human person as its crowning glory."
Seattle U's inability to provide sufficient childcare for its
employees and students stands in direct opposition to this
seminal value.
Spectator staff writer Katie Farden investigated the state
of childcare available for employees and students and found
much to be desired. Seattle U holds a drawing for campus
parents, offering $100 monthly subsidies for pre-first grade
care to 13 individuals, and refers employees to other childcare
plans. Typical childcare costs $800 to $900 a month.
One hundred dollars would not cover rent, let alone sup-
port a child in need ofclothing, shelter, food and education.
And unlike the University of Washington, Seattle U does
not offer an on-campus childcare system. The university falls
embarrassingly short in its support of families in the Seattle
U community.
Human Resources cited lack of finances as one reason the
university cannot fulfill this community need. In the midst
of a struggling economy and university budget cuts, it's un-
derstandable the university must prioritize costs to best serve
its students. There are other needs being left unmet as the
university expands, but the need to support the family is
inexcusable.
Seattle U prides itself on the university's commitment to
fostering ethnic, religious and intellectual diversity, including
the most vulnerable parts of society. What kind of diversity
does the university foster if it does not protect one of the most
vulnerable units in modern society—the family?
Last fall, the university announced it was committing itself
to focusing on its Catholic and Jesuit identity. The family has
long been a foundation of the Catholic faith; thus in not sup-
porting this basic social and faith union the university denies
the growth of its Catholic identity.
The lack of institutionalized support puts an unnecessary
burden on professors who are also parents. But Seattle U is not
marketed as a large, impersonal university where professors
and students are numbers. A university nominally committed
to die mission statement in the last decade owes its employees
and students more than apathy.
Students with children are perhaps the one group who
struggle the most and receive the least amount of attention.
Students enter a Jesuituniversity under the assumption their
needs, even personal ones, can be met by the institution.
Without childcare offered at the university, students are left
to deal with family planning entirely on their own. While a
critic might argue students can meet these needs on dieir own,
consider for a moment what it would be like to schedule an
infant's feeding times between classes and work.
The university's lack of childcare forces parents on campus
to seek non-institutional support from co-workers and fellow
parents. While the amount of support mothers and fathers
who are professors get from their peers is a statement to the
generous and selfless spirit of many Seattle U faculty mem-
bers, it also reflects an administrative failure.
Or an administrative opportunity.
In implementing an effective childcare policy, Seattle U
would set itself apart from other universities and show it is
not merely a business but a learning community that protects
the vulnerable. University child support should be more than
a favor from generous peers. It should be a service provided
by this institution.
The Spectator editorial board consists of Joshua Lynch, Jessica Van Gilder, Sara Bernert, Matthew Martell, Liz Caval and Ben Watanabe. Signed commentaries reflect the
opinions of the authors and not necessarily those of The Spectator.
Yes we can and should bring BCS change
Kevin Atchley
VolunteerWriter
For you college football fans
out there, doesn't it drive you crazy
when your favorite team loses a
chance to play in an important BCS
game because of the college football
computer rankings?
The difference between being
ranked second and third for ex-
ample will determine whether or
not your favorite team will play in
the BCS championship game. This
needs fixing.
Barack Obama feels your pain
and he thinks the system ofcom-
puter rankings is unfair and wants
to end it.
In an interview with ESPN on
a recent episode ofMonday Night
Football, Obama voiced his feelings
on a BCS (Bowl Championship
Series) playoff.
"I think it is about time we
had playoffs [in college football],"
Obama said. "I'm fed up with these
computer rankings and this and
that and the other. Get eight teams
— the top eight teams right at the
end. You got a playoff."
The current system in college
football is based on a bowl series.
Different corporations and com-
panies sponsor these games and
the game is named after them. For
example: the Tostitos Fiesta Bowl,
the Nokia Sugar Bowl, the FedEx
Orange Bowl and the Citi Rose
Bowl. These corporations pay big
money to have their name attached
to the bowl game's name. As a re-
sult these corporations make bigger
money because their brands receive
television exposure atevery mention
of the bowl game.These four com-
panies combined to make a total of
$106 million, an average of $26.5
million per company, in 2006.
The main dish of all bowls is
the BCS National Championship
Game.The top two ranked teams in
the country play in this bowl.
The championship gets a differ-
ent sponsor each year and usually
rotates between the Rose Bowl, the
Orange Bowl, the Sugar Bowl and
the Fiesta Bowl. FedEx sponsored
this year's championship in Miami
that will be called the FedEx BCS
National Championship Game.
Obama, along with thousands of
other college football fans, dislikes
this system and thinks it's flawed.
Obama wants college football to
conform to the NFL post season
schedule, where teams with division
leading records make the playoffs
— even weaker teams — with the
chance to earn a spot in the title or
Super Bowl game.
Unfortunately for Obama, a
BCS playoff system seems nowhere
in sight.
The Los Angeles Times reported
in November this likely won't hap-
pen anytime soon.
"There is not going to be a
playoff. The BCS commissioners
had a big meeting last spring near
Fort Lauderdale where the con-
cept ofa plus-one playoff was pro-
posed by Southeastern Conference
Commissioner Mike Slive. This
plan would involve seeding the top
four teams, falling short of [Mr.]
Obama's eight-team dream. But
even the four-team plan was shot
down by commissioners."
The BCS commissioners an-
nounced "a playoff would not be
up for negotiation" for the cur-
rent BCS contract. This contract
won't end until 2013. Under the
current system the BCS commis-
sioners have a contract with Fox,
who pays the commissioners $320
million to broadcast the BCS games
worldwide.
Until the contract runs out in
2013 at least die possibility ofa col-
lege football playoff system seems
like child's play.
If Obama can't get it done any-
time soon, maybe he should lobby
for help from someone with some
football experience under their
belt.
Roger Goodell, anyone?
Kevin can be reached at
atchleyk@seattleu.edu
Letters to the editor should be 300 to 500 words long and emailed to watanabl@seattleu.edu. The Spectator reserves the right to edit letters for length, spelling, grammar
and style errors.
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published every Wednesday, except
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As students of Seattle University
we have come to expect only the
highest level of ethical behavior
from our school. For this reason we
are extremely concernedtliat die job
description for Seattle University's
next Director of Campus Ministry
stipulates tliat an applicant must be
Roman Catholic. We cannot help
but notice that this requirement
is an addition to past application
documents for the same position
and therefore promotes active dis-
crimination against non-Catholic
applicants. Religious discrimina-
tion should not be pursued by
Seattle University in regards to our
employment practices or any other
aspect ofthe university. We respect-
fully ask that you consider our argu-
ment and takeswift action torectify
this blatant act ofdiscrimination.
Included in this job posting,
and for that matter all job post-
ings related to university positions,
the university's nondiscrimina-
tion policy clearly states, "Seattle
University does not discriminate
on the basis ofrace, color, religion,
sex, national origin, age, disability,
marital status, sexual orientation,
gender identity, political ideology
...
in its employment related poli-
cies and practices." Furthermore,
the Diversity Statement affirms,
"Jesuit schools have traditionally
fostered inclusion and openness
toward experiences and ideas that
are diverse. Achieving and engaging
diversity among students, faculty
and staff is a cornerstone of that tra-
ditionand Seattle University's insti-
tutional policy." Discrimination in
employment practices contradicts
the Jesuit Catholic values that SU
imparts to students in educating
and "empowering leaders for a just
and humane world." The decision
to require applicants for any fac-
ulty or staff position to be Roman
Catholic does not coincide with
the mission statement, diversity
statement, or nondiscrimination
policy of Seattle University. We
believe this is an egregious act of
discrimination that is unbecoming
ofa university that hopes to become
"the premier independent univer-
sity in the Northwest."
It is our hope that all appli-
cants who choose to apply for the
Director position will be freely al-
lowed to do so, and will not be dis-
couraged by any unfair or unwar-
ranted criteria. More importantly,
we hope that all applicants will be
reviewed and evaluated based on
their qualifications and experience







The Spectator explains its role on campus
Joshua Lynch
Editor-in-Chief
One week readers seem to be-
lieve .The Spectator is a marketing
tool for the university and prints
whatever university administrators
see fit.
The next week people tell
Spectator staffers the newspaper
obviously has an agenda against
university leadership.
Neither ofthose claims are true.
But they do make me proud to
know we're sparking some critical
thinking.
Ifanything, the reality ofmedia
is that they view themselves as the
Fourth Estate, the unofficial arm of
government often recognized as one
of the most powerful. The Fourth
Estate's task: to act as a watchdog
over the actual branches ofgovern-
ment, uncovering injustices and in-
efficiencies while also sharing the
successes and plans for the future.
Or as a scrap of paper tacked un-
ceremoniously by our news editor's
desk says: "The job of the newspa-
per is to comfort the afflicted and
afflict the comfortable."
For The Spectator and its cover-
age area, government comes in two
entities: Seattle Universityadminis-
tration and the Associated Students
ofSeattle University.
Headlines and stories about
these leaders won't always be posi-
tive because, justas with all humans,
mistakes are made. When mistakes
are made by administrators, there's
a good chance they'll affect us all.
And at least one constituency will
often be dissatisfied in whatever
change is occurring—whether it's
a mistake or a well-intentioned,
educated decision.
The Spectator has published
some hard-hitting stories this quar-
ter, from a story about a spam sys-
tem that blocked e-mails contain-
ing swear words to coverage of the
widely unpopular cancellation of
the fine art senior synthesis class.
These weren't situations that cast
Seattle U in a positive light, and
certainly some people wish they
had never been published.
So no, The Spectator doesn't
cover just what reflects positively
on the university or what univer-
sity leaders would like. In fact, the
week-to-week decisions regarding
the paper's operations are made en-
tirely by students without threats
to funding cuts or disciplinary
action.
Seattle University should be
commended for its hands-ofF ap-
proach to student media. In a time
of financial crisis, many universi-
ties are cutting funds for student
publications. Newspapers at all but
one ofSeattle's community colleges
have stopped publishing because
funding wasn't appropriated.
That's a shame. Because a news-
paper is also a means to celebrate
success, share ideas and recognize
diverse perspectives. Publishing
what to some readers seems me-
nial or disgustingly positive for the
university, whether it be coverage
of the Opus Prize Award or the
return to the Key Arena, is vital.
For now, hopefully these pieces are
informative conversation starters,
and in the future, these stories will
be one of the only written records
of what happened here this school
year. Both are important to this
community.
But that's just my opinion.
And before more readers tell The
Spectator its articles are biased be-
cause of what is published on these
two pages by contributors and edi-
tors, remember that. It's what the
opinion pages are for.
We wouldn'tbe doing our job if
we didn't raise a little hell.
Joshua can be reached at
Iynchjl@seattleu.edu
A mother pleads for childcare help
Elizabeth Sparenberg
VolunteerWriter
During the summer, I began
preparing to put my infant son into
daycare come fall quarter. I thought
it would be similar to looking for
an apartment, and gave myself a
couple months. I was wrong.
Iam not exaggerating when I say
the first 50 daycare facilities I called
were full. Many of the waidists were
closed; those which weren't had
long waidists, some ofwhich were,
preposterously, two years long. I
was shocked and scared. Earlier diat
year I had been accepted to Seattle
Universityand awarded the Transfer
Trustee Scholarship, withoutwhich
I could not afford to attend. If I
couldn't get my son into daycare, I
couldn't take classes fall quarter and
would lose my scholarship.
I knew the University of
Washington had four daycare fa-
cilities for students and faculty, be-
cause while most undergraduates
don't have children, it is not un-
common for graduate students and
faculty to be parents. I figured that
my school, although smaller than
UW, had a similar population of
parents in their faculty and student
body and would therefore be able
to provide daycare.
When I called the Office of
Transfer and Commuter Student
Services to inquire about child care
for my son, I was informed that
Seatde U has a deal with Virginia
Mason. For $10 a year, parents
can put their one-year—old or
older, ill child in Virginia Mason's
Tender Loving Care clinic, a tem-
porary daycare for sick children.
Otherwise, Seattle U does not have
any daycare facilities, is not affili-
ated with any daycare facilities and,
I was told, cannot make recommen-
dations because of"liability issues."
I asked about financial assistance,
because if I were able to find a day-
care, it would likely cost more than
my monthly rent. I was told that
Seattle U holds a lottery, in which
13randomly selected students and
faculty who are parents are selected
to receive $100 a month to put to-
ward childcare.
This conversation stunned me.
I had experienced nothing but
generosity and genuine empathy
from the school prior to needing
assistance with my son. To be de-
nied even a recommendation was
totally opposite from the impres-
sion I had of Seattle JJ, derived
both from personal experience and
from its mission, vision and values,
which claim to "put the good of the
student first," aim for social justice,
and strive for a humane world.
How is denying student-parents
even a recommendation for child-
care because of a possible liability
putting the good of students first?
Under what system of social jus-
tice are single mothers excluded?
If Seattle U wants to foster a just
and humane society, it needs to be-
gin with the issues within its own
walls. There is a childcare shortage
in King County.
Attendance at a university auto-
matically excludes low-income par-
ents from receiving childcaresubsi-
dies from both the Department of
Social and Health Services and the
City of Seattle. The only financial
assistance available is from a private
organization called the Seattle Milk
Fund, which is only able to pro-
vide limitedapplicants with $1200
a quarter. Daycare costs for children
under five typically cost between
$700 and $1200 a month,
I was lucky enough to find a
daycare in Lake City, about eight
miles from campus which costs
$200 more than my monthly rent,
and receive the Seattle Milk Fund
grant. However, the fact that my
needs were met independently does
not efface Seattle Us responsibility
toward its students, staffand faculty
with children. Why not provide a
daycare on campus, as it did in de-
cades past? Or, Seattle U is a 10-
minute walk from Seattle Central
Community College, which has a
daycare center for students. Could
Seattle U pay for an expansion of
that facility and create a contract
with Seattle Central that allows
priority to be given to our students
also? If there is a problem with
collaboration between public and
private facilities, Mother's Place is
a private daycare across the street
from campus, which Seattle U may
be able to partner with. Seattle U is
not devoid of options, it is simply
ignoring the issue currently.
A school which prides itself on
raising the bar for social justice, a
school which is generousin so many
otherways, cannot continue ignor-
ing the population of parents in-
volved in the Seattle U community.
Seatde U, perhaps we have been too
quiet, like our little ones, but now
that you hear our crying voice, it is
your duty to do something.
Elizabeth can be reached at
sparenbe@seattleu.edu
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Ways to ruin the D-l
experience
Pander about how SU
sports will consistent-
ly lose for at least five
years.
it
Forget school spirit, i.e.
Red Fridays.
Ask President Sund-
borg to hold a basket-
ball.
Then ask him to dribble
and shoot it.
Blame possible semes-
ter switch on D-l.
Never attend a single
sports event.
Claim D-l funding
steals money from your
department.
Link D-l with School of
Americas.
Forget the Jan. 1 game
at KeyArena.
Blame U.S. recession
on SU's move to D-l.
Corrections
A story in the Nov. 19 issue, ."SU
scholarship finalists hit the Rhode
running," incorrectly stated Ryan
Sawyer was the first Seattle U
student to receive the Rhodes
Scholarship. Alumnus Emile Wilson
became the university's first recipi-
ent of the award in 1975.
Comment of the week
"It is somewhat shocking
how little input the students
are actually getting through-
out this whole mess."
Username 'Devin' on the
story "KSUB subbed out
for KKNW."
Visit www.su-spectator,
com for the rest of Devin's
comment and to share




November 26, 10:45 a.m.
A faculty member reported that
the SU computer he uses was
stolen from his home. Seattle Po-
lice Department took a burglary
report, and the sensitive data on
the computer was destroyed with
a remote security program. Seat-
tle Police Department and Public
Safety are following up.
Accidental Injuries
November 27, 10:55a.m.
Public Safety & SFD responded
to two commuter students who
ran into each other in a flag foot-
ball game. One student had a
cut on his forehead and the sec-
ond damaged hisfront two teeth.
Both students had their injuries
checked at a local hospital.
Noise and Disturbance
November 30, 2:30 p.m.
Public Safety and an RA fol-
lowed up on a noise com-
plaint and found six people
including two non-affiliates in a
Campion room.
Suspicious Circumstance
November 30, 2:35 a.m.
Public Safety on patrol spot-
ted a male walking across the
roof of the Murphy Apartments.
Public Safety searched the roof
and found the male must have




Public Safety on patrol found two
non-affiliates on bikes on the top
level of the Broadway garage.
Public Safety positively identi-
fied them and they left campus
property.
Theft
December 1, 1:15 a.m.
A student reported returning to
her room and finding her laptop
and iPod speakers missing from
her room. There were no signs
of forced entry. Public Safety
is investigating.
For a complete listing of public
safety incidents check out our Web
site at www.su-spectator.com
Holiday season in full swing downtown
The grey, corporate scene in downtown Seattle gets a bit of warmth
when it needs it most as the holiday season rolls in after Thanksgiv-
ing. The carousel in Westlake Park, snow showers in Pacific Place,
horse-drawn carriages, daily festivities and all the Christmas light lined
trees you can handle help to make the season bright.
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